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Thus, two new projects that will be launched in Belgium in
the next three years are to be labeled, one in Charleroi
and the other in Liege, marking the entrance into the
network of a new country. Also received the draft label,
two projects that were developed quickly to meet the local
emergency situations and should lead to an opening,
complete or foreshadowing, by the summer, so in the
very near horizon . This is the CDM of Tamagâ e Sousa,
north of Porto, and the CDM of Mayotte. These two
projects will benefit from the proximity of a longstanding
CDM, the Porto for one and the CDM of Reunion.

Dear colleagues of Cities of jobs,
Labelling with the committee held in early April at the
Cité des métiers de la Villette in Paris, the Network has
5 new CDM in project: Mayotte, Charleroi and Liege in
Belgium, Torino (Italia) and Tâmega e Sousa in
northern Portugal. Located in eight countries, the
network continues to grow and currently has 24 Cities
in Europe open to the public as well as many
associated centers and 11 Cities project in Europe and
elsewhere.

In this committee, the City of Grand Beauvais has been
awarded the operation as well as the CDM of Pays
Gardois. Thus, opening a site with three poles advice
Nîmes, the CDM of Pays Gardois attains the status of
CDM in its own right, ending a temporary situation that
has overcome the difficulties by increasing the mesh
territory. For the record, the Cité des métiers du Gard and
Nîmes was one of the first French experience to swarm
the concept.

As for our General Assembly June 17 & 18, the
program says two days of work around the issue of
"CDM face the crisis", which meet in Paris (City of
Science and Industry) all the CDM labeled as well as
potential project.
Finally, the site redesign the network is underway. It is
now possible to subscribe to the days of June 17 & 18:
http://ag2013.reseaucitesdesmetiers.com
In addition, a presentation of this new promotional
website of the Network will be proposed at the AG.

These two labellings fueled the debate on the necessary
changes in order to better take into account the situation
of the less urbanized than those in large cities where the
concept began to spread territories.
Finally, the Committee put on record the possibility of
delivering the project label to the CDM of Turin who
presented an incomplete record in October 2012, when
the partnership will be expanded, which has been done
as have see the two members of labeling that were
mandated to appraise the situation on the ground. The
CDM of Turin thus receives the label project with approval
of foreshadowing.

Grégoire Evéquoz, president of the CDM Network
NEWS OF THE LABEL

A committee of labelization marks the revival of the
concept

With these new labellings, the network now has 35 Cities
trades or 39 sites since 3 CDM have more than one site on
their territory.

Almost twenty years to the day after the opening of the
first Cité des métiers in Paris La Villette, which gave
birth to the concept, the labeling committee met on 4
and 5 April 2013, with a busy agenda since this
included examining the labeling four new projects and
the passage label operation of two structures already
labeled.

Contact: @ Bernadette.thomas universcience.fr
NEWS OF CDM

The CDM of Grand Geneva opens its first French
center

Based on lessons learned from the Capa-Cities project
and more generally the nature of new projects in
development from one to two years - including the CDM
of Quebec whose record is about to pass in committee reflection is committed on whether to label the project a
little further upstream than what was practiced until now
to give them the benefit of the experience of the
network by integrating once the feasibility of the project
is recognized and their take the decision to make a
CDM.

On April 8, the CDM of Grand Geneva opened its first
center associated of Annemasse, in the presence of the
following politicians and nearly 120 guests and partners:
- Charles Beer, President of the State Council of the
Republic and Canton of Geneva
- Christian Dupessey, Mayor of Annemasse and co
President
of
the
Commission
Economy,
Employment, Training CRFG
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Economic, demographic and social changes require
different responses, coordinated and adapted to help at
once pre assets (schools and students), public employees
and job seekers to cope with these important changes,
enhance their skills, anticipate job changes, learn about
opportunities for all sectors.

Grégoire Evéquoz, Director of the OFPC,
President of the CDM of Grand Geneva and of the
International Network of CDM.
Georges Deléaval, President of Annemasse
conglomeration,
Jean-Jack Queyranne, previous Minister, President
of the Rhône-Alpes Region
Georges-François Leclerc, Prefect of HauteSavoie.

That is why, in 1999, the Territory of Belfort created MIFE
CDM. The CDM of Belfort will then draft labeling CDM
urban area with the labeling committee of CDM and help
the implementation and training of the CDM welcomed in
the tool "House of employment" which adopts the
Montbéliard in 2006.

The site of Annemasse (French side) - with those of
Meyrin Onex (Swiss side) which will be inaugurated
soon and the main site of Plainpalais - is thus part of
what is now the "CDM of Grand Geneva" first border
city in the Network. Thanks to the strong commitment of
all
partners
(municipalities,
institutions
and
associations, etc..), The creation of associated centers
will provide benefits to the CDM to a wider audience in
the declining in forms adapted to the frame local.
For Gregoire Evéquoz, "Metropolitan France-VaudGeneva is a territorial reality, a pool of living and
working that extends well beyond the township and the
Franco-Swiss border. In this context, the creation of the
center of Annemasse clearly reflects a political and
strategic choice that can provide appropriate responses
to cross-border issues in the areas of training and
employment.
"To achieve these objectives, the site of Annemasse
has already established a wide range of activities,
several methods of consulting, Zooms and workshops organized in collaboration with various partners around five main themes of the network: orientation,
training, employment, career development and
entrepreneurship. Let's not forget specially developed
for the public of the border area and especially devoted
to training and development in Switzerland and France,
including the site: www.laciteenligne.org

Thus, is determined to create a common function: an
information space "CDM", one "CDM" on two physical
sites public reception Belfort and Montbéliard.
The CDM of Belfort opened its doors in May 1999. First to
operate in the region, five years after that of the city of
Science and Industry Paris, the CDM of Belfort is
integrated into a MIFE House Information Training and
Employment, located in a neighborhood priority policy of
the city of Belfort (ZUS).

It will then draft labeling of Cité des métiers of the urban
area as the "CDM of North Franche-Comté" with the
committee labeling CDM that have two sites. It will help
the
installation
space
autodocumentation
and
professional training of the new site Cité des métiers
which will be hosted within the "House of employment"
that has evolved Montbéliard in 2006.
So is decided sharing functions in a single entity "Cité des
métiers" with two physical locations welcoming the public,
namely sites of Belfort and Montbéliard, joint
programming and perspective label, a joint governance.

Contact : Maud Candela – candela.crth@med74.fr

Its common range of services:
-

FOCUS ON THE CITY OF JOBS OF NORTH FRANCHE-COMTE
North of Franche-Comté, urban area Belfort-Montbéliard
Héricourt moves to three departments: Belfort, Doubs
(Montbéliard) and Haute Saône (Héricourt), and is a
catchment area and coherent employment has nearly
350,000 inhabitants.

-

-

The local economy is mainly based on the car industry
(PSA Sochaux plant a few kilometers from Montbéliard +
subcontractors) and the energy sector (presence of two
world leaders GE Power and Water and Alstom Power
Services Belfort).

-

-

The urban area Belfort / Montbéliard / Héricourt is
characterized by:
• an aging workforce;
• a large number of employees in CTT and CSD,
particularly at risk of failure in their career;
• recurring mismatches between skills needs and
qualifications expressed by businesses and the
development of skills of the assets of the
territory.
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maintenance individual advice (anonymous and
without RV).
specific advice creation / recovery business (project
managers);
visits discovering CDM for partner groups to provide
public services, resources and tools available;
job Search Workshops (workshops formatting
resumes, job search workshop on Internet workshop
preparation for interview);
workshops led by our partners in the creation /
acquisition of companies and the creation and
training organizations.
A dedicated service to professional transition for the
public at the end of CSD, temporary employees,
seniors, pre-active in relation to the framework
agreement GPECT Urban Area. The event "A
Tuesday for my new career," declined monthly and
alternately on the Belfort and Montbéliard site. And
hospitality and individual counseling people in career
transitions.

The site CDM of Belfort
Structured around five poles (Learn about trades /
move, Find Training Find a job change his professional
life, Create your own business), the site Cité des
métiers de Belfort has hosted since 1999 in its spaces
200 m2 more than 110 000 people information and
advice on working life (school search: college, colleges,
students, job seekers, project developers to create
activity, students of vocational training, employees ,
people
retraining).

The site CDM of Monbéliard is housed within the House
of Employment of Montbéliard which ensures porting and
governance. The association is governed and funded by
the state and Montbéliard Urban and some projects by
European ESF funding.
Located on an area of 280 m2, the CDM of Montbéliard is
organized around five areas: Find a job, Find a training
Create the activity, Change his professional life, Learn
about the jobs. It provides a collection of documents more
than 2,000 references on these topics and 21 computer
stations with free access.

The CDM is a partnership platform cash today more
than one hundred partners, professional guidance,
training, employment, creating recovery. These partners
can receive in public service board, hold hotlines or
collective information, conduct workshops or coorganize meetings. We can offer a varied range of
services adapted to different audiences.
We provide public resources received 700 documentary
paper, 32 publications and 10 computer workstations.

It has hosted since its opening more than 85 000 visitors
(18 000 to 22 000 per year): jobseekers, employees,
students, schoolchildren, students, trainees, vocational
training, people in the integration process: RSA
beneficiaries,
beneficiaries
Plie,
employment
professionals, entrepreneurs...
The CDM is open every day from Monday to Friday from
9h to 12h and from 13h30 to 17h with mornings devoted
to "entertainment zone" (public reception and guidance on
tools) by two charged home, and afternoon which is the
same but adds professional advice issued by two
counselors to use.

The site Cité des métiers de Belfort is based on a
multidisciplinary team with advice conselor, home
employment, Local Mission Partners for the
employment / training. The site Cité des métiers de
Belfort receives financial support from the ESF, local
authorities (General Council of the Territory of Belfort
and Belfort City) and state (DIRECCTE). With
professional advice issued by two counselors of
employment.

This partnership is a multi-platform which is based on a
multidisciplinary team of advisers responsible for
reception and House of Employment, Local Mission
Partners for the employment / training / integration,
employers, creative professionals...

The Cité des métiers is open Tuesday to Thursday from
13:30 to 18:00 and Friday and Saturday morning from
9:00 to 12:00. Mondays and mornings are reserved for
receptions groups from discovering the Cité des métiers
and workshops.

Offers specific service site MONTBELIARD:
- "The appointment of the Maison de l'Emploi" The Cité
des Métiers space is the support of declination of projects
supported by the DOE, and each month a program of
varied events is declined workshops, collective information
hotlines, info-trades, ...
This program is established to meet the expectations of
the public and be in tune with the socio-economic issues of
our territory.

Its offer specific services:
-

-

-

-

Meeting with the City: Information organized every
month by the CDM for the public research time
information on policy issues, training, professional
development. This is to highlight areas of
operations, training measures in connection with the
training and employment of the partner
organizations.

Some examples:

-

The Entrepros: monthly time exchange of
information and professional actors to the
orientation, training and employment.

-

The XP device business for schools (colleges,
schools) in partnership with the CIO and national
education. Organization of time exposed to the
CDM in schools, workshops in the CDM to high
school, shipping, giant board game to discover the
business and expand career choices).

-

workshop Clic "CV Letter - Internet"
business information, careers, partners hotlines, SAP
(Gendarmerie, Army, Police ...)
Simulation talk,
better manage emotions in negotiation,
collective information on retraining and the labor
market (FONGECIF, "I identify my skills and values,"
Words of recruiters, business voltage / carriers on the
territory ...)
Information entrepreneurship (ADIE COOPILOTE ...)

The Professionals Directory: animation of a directory of
professional "trades ambassadors" engaging in a
participatory approach to better know the business and
contribute to a better school or career (more than 200
ambassadors
covering
more
than
150
jobs).

hospitality and individual counseling for people in
career transitions.

Site : www.mife90.org
Contacts : bertrand.creusy@mife90.org;
anne-sophie.berche@mife90.org
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Under the vocational transition specific service in
connection with the framework agreement GPECT
Urban Area:
- senior Week (action promoting senior employment)
- temporary collective Information

CALL FOR PROPOSALS

Site: www.mde-montbeliard.fr
Contacts: bernard.gargallo@mde-montbeliard.fr;
dominique.thevenin-baudin@mde-montbeliard.fr

•

2013 EUROPEAN YEAR OF CITIZENS: Consult the
program guide "Europe for Citizens" 2007-2013
http://eacea.ec.europa.eu/citizenship/programme/docu
ments/2013/eacea_2012_00730000_fr.pdf

•

there are still some opportunities for financing of the
European citizenship http://europa.eu/citizens2013/fr/eu-funding-opportunities

GRUNDTVIG:

CONTACTS OF NEW CDM

If you are working on illiteracy, there will be other
opportunities for funding between August 2013 and
September 2014 (see the website of your National
Agency).

Mayotte
Youssouf MOUSSA, directeur Carif Oref
youssouf.moussa@cg976.fr
Charleroi, Olivier Marchal
csefdecharleroi@gmail.com

•

Liège, Christine Cambresy
christine.cambresy@planetemetiers.be]

attend an event, do an internship: filing application
in June 2012 to 2014.

Link for information on the call for proposals and the
annual European manner of filing:
www.ec.europa.eu/education/grundtvig/doc872_en.htm

Tâmega e Sousa (Portugal), Daniela Vieira
dvieira@profisousa.pt

CEDEFOP study visits 2013-2014, submission of
applications:

AGENDA 20 YEARS

•

May 29, Show of alternance:
The CDM of MIFE of Belfort and the House of
Employment of Montbéliard, actors of employment and
training to mobilize and organize a day on alternating to
promote professional contract and apprenticeship. The
same offer "mix" will be adapted in the CDM.

study visits from March to June 2014. Deadline:
October 15, 2013

THANKS

In advance, thank you for your cooperation.
Sincerely,

Contact: Hilda.MENCARAGLIA @ mde-montbeliard.fr

Grégoire Evéquoz : President of CDM's Network

June 17 & 18, General Assembly of the Network &
workdays on "Cities of the business response to
the crisis"

Bernadette Thomas: Chief Editor and in charge of the
Label
Alexandra Tundo Berman: Executive delegated

For 20 years the concept of "Cité des métiers", the
International Network Association of CDM and the Cité
des métiers de la Villette, organized on 17 and 18 June
2013, two days of work around the issue of "CDM face
to the crisis ", which meet in Paris (City of Science and
industry) all CDM labeled as well as potential project.
Inscription online on the new website of the Network
current May: http://ag2013.reseaucitesdesmetiers.com
Contacts:
Cité des métiers de Paris:
Olivier.lasvergnas@universcience.fr
Bernadette.thomas@universcience.fr
Rita Bencivenga, project officer for the Network:
bkbenc@gmail.com
DE of Network : alexandra.tundo-berman@etat.ge.ch
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